Co-Curricular/Sports Activity in the department

The Department of Statistics on one hand has excelled in the field of Academics and Placements has also excelled in the filed of sports and other Co-Curricular activities. For this purpose full support was provided to the students in terms of sports tool kits required for the purpose. The number of sports events for which students have win laurels for the department are as follows:-

1. **Vollyball Competition**

   In this event one student of our department had been awarded for her exemplary performance. For this milestone and for the encouragement purpose she was presented the memento by the Department on 12\textsuperscript{th}-Statistics day held on 29\textsuperscript{th}-june-2018 in University of Kashmir.

2. **Cricket Competition:**

   In the inter-University Competition the departmental cricket team have reached upto the quarter final level.

3. **Football Competition:**

   In the inter-University Competition the departmental Football team have reached upto the Semi final level and it gives us immense pleasure to share that two of our students have been selected for state-level competition level.